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By Lynne Outhred, with thanks to
Mike Keats
What an amazing day! Groups of
walkers converged on Lane Cove
National Park from all directions. One
group paddled in and luckily no one fell
in—our 70th River isn’t a preferred
swimming place. Carol’s Canopy (or
perhaps circus tent?) was most
impressive, with tables and chairs set up
for our BBQ lunch. A team of volunteers
had the sausages sizzling and the salads
ready as walkers began to arrive. Some
groups had obviously walked at an
accelerated pace—barbequed sausages
are obviously a great motivator!

Postal address
Walks Secretary
PO Box 95, Pymble Business Centre,
NSW 2073

TTHHIISS IISSSSUUEE
In this issue we breathe a sigh of relief
that the 70th Rivers Birthday Party was a
success and that we didn’t huddle in a
large tent in soaking rain.
John Kennet writes about his trip in
Japan walking in the Kita Alps and Mike
Keats profiles another memorable Bush
Club member, Dave Dash.
There is a report about one of our longterm members, Neil Schafer, who was
awarded a bronze medal in orienteering
at the Masters games.
A creature we all know and love, the
leech, is the subject of an article by Dr
John (John Maltby). In the next issue he
may tell us the best way to remove them.
Finally, Carol waxes lyrical about
Vivaldi and as well as TIE walks.
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The team of helpers, led by Carol
Henderson, Gay Skarratt and Jacqui
Hickson are to be congratulated. Their
efforts—with a little help from the
weather—made the day such a great
success. Everyone enjoyed catching up
with friends old and new, and our
president, Bob Taffel talked about the
club, past, present and future. He
acknowledged our life members, Joan
Adams, Eric Cadzow, Joan Fried,
Barbara Guest, Ruth Milton, Brian
Packard and Mike Pratt, as well as
announcing
four
additional
life
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members, Trude Kallir, Jim Lawler, Ray
Mathieson and Heather Roy.
Bouquets were presented to Carol, Gay
and Jacqui before we all queued for
dessert. All in all, the day was a fantastic
celebration of seventy years of walking.

different levels of difficulty; longer
walks involving camping; abseiling;
canyoning; adventurous overseas walks,
and relevant publications. The Club’s
guiding committee is very aware of the
important social and environmental
issues attached to bushwalking in the
21st century.

Jacqui, Gay and Carol

I was particularly interested to learn the
origins of the Bush Club. The Club was
apparently formed because of action that
was taken by the Commonwealth
Government of the day. This action was
similar to restrictions placed on foreign
nationals in Great Britain, following
disturbing trends in Europe. In practice,
such persons were required to be at
home every night; therefore camping out
in the bush was denied them.
Membership of Sydney Bush Walkers
(SBW) required camping out as an
essential criterion. Marie Byles decided
to initiate a new walking club, based on
day walks, to enable disenfranchised
members of SBW to continue walking
and enjoy the bush. Paddy Pallin seems
to have been her willing high profile
accomplice.
At the first meeting seven members—
Paddy Pallin, Beryl Carne, Mrs Hanna
Lemberg, Eckart Hill (then Heilpern),
Marie Byles, Mrs S. Clark and Hans
Curtis—paid an annual subscription of
five shillings to form the nucleus of the
club. They were joined by a further 15
stalwarts before the end of the year.
Much has happened since those early
days. In the year 2009 the Bush Club has
a membership approaching 600, more
than 100 prospective members; a
comprehensive program of day walks at
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Carol’s Circus Tent

ARE YOU A NEW LEADER
OR THINKING OF BECOMING
A LEADER?
Do you need a few more skills?
The Bush Club is planning a
training session for new and
potential leaders on
February 13 or 20, 2010.
Be part of the action!
Contact Tony Hickson by email:
tonyhickson3@bigpond.com or
phone him on 94192546 or
0417200980
HELP KEEP OUR CLUB STRONG
AND HAVE A LOT OF FUN AT THE
SAME TIME

FFOORR SSA
ALLEE
Cynthia Brew would like to sell a pair of
gaiters, Sea to Summit brand, Spinifex
style, height 24cm. Price $10 or make an
offer. Contact Cynthia, 99553134
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JJA
APPA
ANN’’SS KKIITTA
AA
ALLPPSS
By John Kennett
In late September the Kita Alps are a
visual treat; jagged peaks, with long
flowing grey scree slopes and dark green
vegetation. Superimposed on the lower
slopes are the stunning autumn colours
of kouyou—vivid reds and yellows,
visible from kilometres away. Even
brighter are the Japanese hikers’
raincoats—so lurid that they can be seen
from dozens of kilometres away.
These Alps are located roughly north
east of Osaka, north west of Tokyo and
south of Toyama. They cover a
surprisingly large area. Japan is larger
than most Australians think, and it has
vast mountain areas. From the summits,
waves of mountains head off north and
south as far as you can see. Peaks punch
their way up through the umkai – the
Japanese sea of cloud that often forms
below the 3000 metre summits.

At the top end of the Chubu Sangaku
National Park lies Tsurugi Dake, a scary
looking mountain that claimed a life the
day before I arrived. At the southern end
lies Yari Ga Take, a Matterhorn-shaped
mountain, and the second most famous
peak in Japan. In between are a series of
peaks that qualify for the hyakumeizan,
the 100 famous mountains. (The
Japanese love lists of 100 famous things.
The drinking water at the trailhead is
described as one of the 100 famous
waters).
I began the walk at Murodo, a tourist
hub lying on the shadow of Tsurugi
Dake, seven hours by shinkansen, local
train, cable car and bus from Tokyo.
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Through remarkably bad planning I
timed my arrival to coincide with three
days of national public holidays. (Note
to self: check the Japanese calendar next
time before you book a trip!) There were
people everywhere. From a distance, the
mountains above Murodo looked like
cup cakes with ants swarming over them.
The crowds evaporated as the holidays
ended and I headed south. Three nights
into the trip at Sugo No Koshi, I was the
solitary guest at the yamagoya (mountain
hut) a fairy tale setting in the midst of a
kouyou coloured forest.
Between the hectic state of the bus
terminal at Murodo and the isolation of
Sugo No Koshi, there was a gradual
breakdown in formality. At first people
avoid each other’s eyes, then after a few
kilometres they start exchanging
greetings of “cha” (short for konnichiwa)
or “mas” (short for ohayoo gozaimas),
then the full blown konnichiwa etc, then
the equivalent of “how wonderful to
meet you” gaijin-san!
The Diamondo Corso, as it is known
(Murodo to Kamikochi just south of Yari
Ga Take) is punctuated every five or six
hours by mountain huts. For a price as
steep as the local mountains, you get
bunkroom or tatami accommodation,
with dinner and breakfast (basically all
the white rice you can eat with a small
amount of garnish). The huts are very
overcrowded during holidays, as entry is
never refused. A hiker coming the other
way told me he had been one of five men
sharing two futons a few days earlier.

Junko-san with Yari Ga Take in the
distance.
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Breaking local rules by wearing a dull
coloured jacket but otherwise fully
equipped for hiking Japanese style,
Junko-san’s equipment includes an
altimeter on her wrist.
The huts were fantastic for meeting
people. As the lone gaijin, I was the
centre of attention. Conversation flowed
freely although understanding Japanese
with an Australian accent was a
challenge for my fellow hikers. Beer and
sake also flowed freely – alcohol seems
to be a compulsory part of Japanese
hiking.
Thanks to the steep climbs and rocky,
knee-jarring descents, the trip was much
tougher than I expected, and much
harder than the Hiking In Japan guide
suggested (the hiking time estimates in
this book were written by a sadist). I
figure that one hour in the Kita Alps is
equal to two in the Wild Dogs. In the
end, I fell short of my target, took an exit
to Toyama, and headed back to Murodo
for a few relaxing days of easy hiking.
Next year, I propose returning in late
September (for kouyou of course), take
up where I left the Diamondo Corso at
Tarobei, go on to Yari Ga Take, and
throw in a few other exciting bits for a
total of six or seven days at a slower
pace.

SSOOM
MEE FFA
AM
MIILLIIA
ARR FFA
ACCEESS

Bob Taffel, Tony Hickson, Marianne and
John Cooper at the BBQ
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DDA
AVVIIDD ((DDA
AVVEE))
DDA
ASSHH
By Michael Keats

Under a graying thatch of tallow hair,
clear, bright grey-blue eyes complement
an impressive weather beaten visage.
From time to time a knowing, shy, often
mischievous smile, accompanied by a
chuckle, punctuate conversation. I am
privileged to be talking to David (Dave)
Dash, living legend of bushwalking,
canyoning climbing, caving, canoeing,
cross-country skiing, orienteering and
rogaining.
Professionally Dave is a civil engineer,
and a consummate one. If a project has
an identified purpose, specified criteria
and quantified inputs, Dave is your man.
Over the last decade or so of
bushwalking I have spent many happy
times in Dave’s company.
Driving to destinations west of the Blue
Mountains over the new motorways we
often talk ‘roads and bridges’. This
subject is an easy one for Dave – it is his
professional bread and butter. Not only
have I gained a lot of knowledge, I have
developed a deep respect for a man who
is highly regarded by his professional
peers. State and overseas governments
seek his engineering advice.
On day walks and pack walks I have
observed Dave to be efficient and
economical. He has an uncanny knack of
reading the conditions, so his pack
always contains what is needed, and,
gathering from its weight, when we have
had occasion to pack haul, nothing that
is not. I can readily recall two situations
on walks I was leading where Dave has
been pivotal in ensuing a successful and
happy outcome.
4

The first of these was a two-day pack
walk to Pantoneys Crown. As leader, I
got a number of things severely wrong:
summer was the wrong time of the year,
I had not done all my homework for
studying climbs, degree of difficulty etc.
The party was too large and the weather
blew out from being warm to being a
humid, debilitating, scorcher. Individual
water supplies reached critical levels.
Towards two o’clock on the first day, the
ground became so hot it was less
stressful to stand up than sit down – to
minimize the amount of the body in
contact with the ground! That evening a
wild electrical thunderstorm blew in and
it rained. I put out a billy to catch water
and others did the same, while Dave
calmly set up a collapsible rain bucket
from his pack and harvested enough
water from his tent fly for everyone.
The second occasion was a pack walk in
the Grose Valley. This time the problem
was a loss of body electrolytes. While
we cooled off in the river, Dave
produced cups of tea, and produced
replacement electrolytes from his pack.
On the catering front Dave is known for
making two special items - one is real
billy tea the manner of the swaggies served black and sweet, it refreshes like
nothing else. The other is unique. When
camping each evening Dave makes a
jelly, which he hangs up to set over
night. He consumes it first thing in the
morning and washes it down with a mug
or two of his famous brew.
At the interview when I posed the
proposition to Dave that he was efficient,
he countered me immediately and
claimed ‘impatience’ as his driver. If he
is impatient then he is also very
diplomatic for I have never seen him
display any negative feelings towards
those less ‘efficient.’
Dave has been a bush adventurer all his
life. I did some research of the records of
two iconic clubs—Sydney University
Bushwalkers
(SUBW)
and
the
Kameruka Club. Both Geoff Ford from
SUBW and John Anderson, a rogaining
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friend, have contributed information
gleaned from years of association.

Undergraduate
years
at
Sydney
University fired Dave’s enthusiasm for
the wild outdoors. SUBW’s Col Oloman
started the canyoning craze and led trips
to wherever there was a blank space on
the map. Abseiling was done with a rope
over the shoulder with a leather patch
sewn on to stop rope burns and only a
woollen jumper for the swims. It was a
time when the highest points on several
iconic Sydney tourist landmarks were
‘visited’ for the challenge.
How many bushwalkers would complete
a multi-day pack walk finishing in
Newnes and, on the spur of the moment,
say to the driver of the car, “See you at
Clarence.” Dave, with colleague Athol
Abrahams, ran the full 51km length of
the old railway alignment. Sure, the cars
had to wait a short time for them, but
what a breathtaking performance.
Within a 24-hour period in May 1961
Dave and Athol walked (or ran) from
Kanangra to Katoomba and return. To
put history in context the following story
by Athol in the SUBW archives is
reproduced with acknowledgement.
One Wednesday night I happened to ring
Ray Jerrems who happened to mention
during the conversation that four Coast
& Mountain Walkers (CMW) members
were to attempt a Kanangra return trip in
24 hours. I said nothing since I had been
walking once in the past six months and
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any such attempt was best forgotten.
Later that night I rang Dave and
mentioned it - but we talked each other
out of it. Thursday night we were still
talking ourselves out of it - but all the
same, feeling that this was a grand walk
and we were piking before we had even
started. Eventually, at 9:30pm on
Thursday night we decided to go along
as a separate party and perhaps we
would meet the CMW’s along the way.
Friday night saw us emerge from Dave's
car at 1.25 am and we set off for
Kanangra at a brisk pace with the CMW
party right behind us! They had a very
strong team with two who had done the
3 Peaks in 24 hours and who were the
current record holders. One held the
record for Perry's Lookdown to the
Nepean via the Grose in 10 hours, and
three of the party had finished second
and tied for third in the 50mile walk in 8
hours 45 minutes.
They passed us after 3 hours and beat
us to the end of Narrow Neck by 20
minutes (we took 1 hour 50 minutes). We
made the Cox's in 3 hours 10 minutes
and we were at the base of Marcott's
Pass well ahead of schedule, almost an
hour before dawn. We had to dawdle in
the dark, but Dave set a good pace when
it was light enough to see and we did the
pass in 1 hour 15 minutes (a bit slow).
We found the CMW party at the top of
Gentles Pass. Ray Jerrems and Ray (a
mate) had dropped out due to illness
while Norm and John joined us. We
crossed the High Gangerangs in good
time, crossed Cloudmaker and pushed
on to the Kanangra. At Mt. Berry, John
pranged his knee and hobbled on
behind. We waited at Kanangra for an
hour (as agreed) till he made it, where he
decided to call it quits.
We headed down Gingra at a trot and
reached the Kowmung with little trouble
2 hours later (or was it 2 and a half?).
Down the Kowmung and over Moko
Buttress via the old bridle trail and down
Whaites Pass to have tea at the base of
White Dog Ridge just on dark at 5:30 (I
think). At this stage we were quite
confident we could do it - there was no
hurry, we pressed on at a steady plod.
We arrived back at the car at Narrow
Neck (O'Sullivan's Road) after 21 hours
and 15 minutes walking - a great one
day walk! The worst part of the evening
was to come - Dave had left his sleeping
bag at home and had lost his car keys!!
We were stuck in below freezing
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temperatures and we were tired with no
way of keeping warm. I was right since I
had a bag, but Dave had to spend the
night curled up on the front seat of the
car with every bit of material he could
find to cover himself. But the beauty of
the position was that 50 yards away in
a cave were 3 CMW members with 3
spare sleeping bags!!!!
The next morning Dave did some beaut
improvising and we drove home with me
holding the two ignition wires together to
keep the motor running. Just to cap
things off we were booked (for speeding)
going through Lawson. Hells Bells! What
a tedious 48 hours we had!

After graduating Dave joined the
Kameruka Bush Walking Club, formed
in 1946 by Ted Hartley. It started as a
Sydney Teachers College club and
became independent in 1951. The aims
of the club were to provide bushwalking
facilities by holding regular walking and
camping trips and to encourage
conservation of the natural flora and
fauna. The club had an awesome
reputation for tough challenging walks.
Regrettably it was disbanded in 1980.
Dave is passionate about rogaining. An
important contribution to exploratory
bushwalking has been the production of
large-scale maps for rogaining purposes.
I find it amazing to put on a walk and for
Dave to bring out a copy of a rogaining
map (1:15,000 with 5m contours) of the
area and reveal that the planned route
could be made easier by taking an
unmarked pass—discovered by the
rogaining fraternity.
In the early days of rogaining Dave tells
of the primitive marker recording
tools—4 litre ice cream containers and
raffle books. Those setting the course
would place a container at a marked
spot. Each contestant had to leave a
numbered raffle ticket in the container as
proof they had visited the marker.
Dave is a born leader and skilled
bushman. I hope that when he finally
retires as a consulting engineer he will
lead walks. As he rightly points out it is
impossible to even consider leading even
short notice walks when clients can turn
your world upside down in a few hours.
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A
ANNOOTTHHEERR RREECCOOLLLLEECCTTIIOONN OOFF DDA
AVVEE
By Robert Outhred
In December 1964 an SUBW party set
out on a traverse of the Western and
Eastern Arthurs Ranges in Southwest
Tasmania. Unfortunately, Dave had a
commitment with the NSW Department
of Main Roads (precursor of the RTA)
and could only make it for the first part –
the Western Arthurs.
As luck would have it, the weather was
particularly atrocious that season and the
party had only completed half the
Western Arthurs when it came time for
Dave to leave us, so instead of a fairly
straightforward solo road bash, Dave
faced an initial 1000 m steep descent on
an icy and greasy spur as well. Dave of
course did not see this as any great
problem. In fact, he insisted on
bequeathing his boots to a rather
embarrassed walk leader whose new
Sherpa boots (the latest in technology –
rubber soles instead of hobnails) had
rapidly disintegrated in the wet, rough
conditions. So with a cheery wave Dave
set out in a pair of Volleys – not exactly
ideal footwear for sharp rocks and icy
slush.
This image was typical of the Dave that I
remember from those SUBW days –
totally fit, totally competent and
generous to a fault.
For the record, the rest of the party
eventually completed the Arthurs
traverse in just over three weeks. As I
recall it, it rained or snowed on all but
three days.

CCOONNGGRRA
ATTUULLA
ATTIIOONNSS NNEEIILL
Neil Schafer used to be a runner.
Although he now goes at a slightly
slower pace, his age, 82 years young,
didn’t prevented him from competing in
the orienteering events at the World
Masters Games in mid-October where
over a thousand competitors from thirtytwo countries gathered.
Orienteering involves navigating through
bush, parks or streets with the aid of a
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map and compass (a GPS is not
allowed). Sprint distance events were
held in Sydney and long distance events
in Lithgow. Neil won bronze medals in
two orienteering events - a short course
event in Sydney and a longer event in
the bush west of Sydney near Lithgow.
Neil’s training puts some of us younger
walkers to shame. He generally walks
four to six kilometres about four days a
week around Epping. However, he does
sometimes admit to slowing down: “I’m
a bit weary; I did a walk from Epping to
Chatswood that was about 18 km.” All
this after having two knees replaced!

Neil Schafer, Ron Mead and Joan Adams
at the 70th Birthday Party
Web Information
www.bushclub.org.au
Have you seen the photos from our 70th
birthday barbecue?
They're on our website www.bushclub.org
Follow the links on the left-hand menu.
The photos of the river walks got a bit
lost in translation from prints to CD to
web - some lost in quality, some lost
literally. If anyone has digital photos of
those walks, please send them to Jacqui
bcwebmaster@hotmail.com
Jacqui Hickson

NNEEX
XTT IISSSSUUEE
We plan to bring you stories of the
Camino and the next stage of walking to
Melbourne.
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LLEEEECCHHEESS A
ANNDD TTHHEEIIRR UUSSEE IINN
M
MEEDDIICCIINNEE
By John Maltby (alias Dr John)
Before I joined the Bush Club, I’d heard
the story of the “proper husband”. It
went like this; an older member had
taken his wife, (now commonly referred
to as a partner) along on a walk, where
leeches had troubled them. While trying
to rid himself of his leeches, his wife had
called out, “If you were a proper
husband, you’d be helping me.” I was
told that subsequently he had become
known as “the proper husband”.
Unfortunately, enquiries have never
revealed his identity. This story nicely
illustrates my belief that gram for gram,
leeches command more respect than
anything else in the bushwalking
lexicon.
Leeches, of which there are possibly
1000 species in the world, were probably
first used in medicine about 1000BC in
ancient India and Egypt, although that
usually reliable source the Sydney
Morning Herald (SMH) reported on 26th
July 2008, that leech therapy was first
“documented” in Greece 4000 years ago.
There is little doubt that surgeons with
the First Fleet arrived with a supply of
leeches. Professor Laurence Richardson,
once Australia’s pre-eminent authority
on leeches, believed “There’s no such
thing as the common leech.” Species
sometimes vary from one valley to the
next, or within a few kilometres in a
stream.
Their use in Europe (for almost any
disorder) peaked in 1830-1850, falling
after advances in medicine and
surprisingly, a shortage of supply.
France is recorded to have imported five
million between 1827 and 1844. The
Australian leech used for medical
purposes (Richardsonianus Australis)
was exported in huge numbers from
Echuca in Victoria to England. In 1883
the SMH reported the shipment of
120,000 to London. “If the gouty
gentlemen of London cannot feast upon
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the dainty Cod of the Murray, he can be
depleted by the Murray leech”.
Leeches were collected, packed in moist
hessian bags with clay and vegetation
and shipped to England via Cape Horn.
One hundred and thirty years later,
overfishing and the changing flow of the
Murray River left Australia with a
deficit, and our hospitals had to import
leeches from Europe. Leeches had made
a comeback in the 1980s with the advent
of microsurgery to perform reattachment
of fingers, toes and ears, in head and
neck surgery, in breast reconstruction
surgery, and in burn surgery.
In Australia leeches are used to relieve
congested veins by virtue of their
salivary secretion, which contains an
anaesthetic, an anticoagulant and a
vasodilator Hirudin. Microsurgeons can
sew larger structures together, but veins
are smaller and thinner than arteries and
the walls shrink, so veins are more prone
to trauma and congestion. The blood
may flow in, but it may not flow back
out properly. When leeches are attached
they suck up the congesting blood and
some of their saliva enters the patients
blood stream, so the blood does not clot
for some hours after their removal.

The Murray River tradition of leech
farming was re-established by Brian
Woodbridge, a retired, laconic fish and
yabby farmer from Echuca. (Brian can
be found at the “Murray River
Aquarium” at 640 High St. Echuca). He
believes he is the only leech farmer in
Australia, “with a license to prove it”.
He first sold them as a boy to Royal
Melbourne Hospital for threepence.
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Leeches now bought retail in NSW can
cost in excess of $25 for a large leech.
Brian collects breeding stock from the
wild, and breeds them in sterile tanks,
for transportation in sealed plastic
containers throughout Australia. His
leeches are amongst the most medically
useful in the world as they can suck for
up to six hours according to Clinical
Nurse Consultant Katie Laing, the
coordinator of the Leech program at
Sydney’s Liverpool hospital. (Brian
modestly says maybe only 2 to 3 hours).
As recently as 5 years ago the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), for the
first time cleared the commercial
marketing of leeches for medicinal
purposes, although US plastic surgeons
have been using the European medicinal
leech (Hirudo medicinalis) in ‘off label’
applications for years. A French firm
Ricarimpex SAS, which has been
breeding leeches for 150 years, was the
first company to request and receive
FDA approval, while in Russia and the
UK leech farming is a multimilliondollar business. Biopharm, a company
based in Wales, breeds medicinal
leeches in a lab and now supplies about
1,000 US hospitals, whereas in Australia
we have five small tanks in an airconditioned shipping container in Brian
Woodbridge’s backyard. When asked
did he like leeches, Brian said “ yeh, you
can get attached to them”. When asked
what you call a collection of leeches,
Brian said hopefully “dollars”.
Interestingly, there has been recent
research into the use of leeches in
various forms of arthritis, in treatment of
some varicose vein problems and even
deep vein thrombosis. Dr Govedich,
formerly of Monash University, studied
leeches for his doctorate. He said “you
may get given your seat on your Qantas
flight and get given your leech. It sounds
silly, but who knows”.
Katie Laing who has organised the
supply of leeches for NSW from her
Liverpool Hospital base for quite some
years, says she has never had a patient
refuse, “because if we’re using leeches
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it’s a last resort”. Although a leech may
be used several times on the same
patient, once it has done its job, it is
drowned in an alcohol solution and
disposed of. No one knows if leeches
could pass on a blood-borne infection,
and there is no ethical way to find out.
In NSW leeches are deemed an
expensive therapy, because leeching
requires heavy nursing supervision. A
finger may be constantly leeched for 48
hours, using up to 20 leeches. At the end
of their shift, leeches are dropped into
salt water to make them vomit, rinsed
off, put into another jar, rested in the
patient’s bedside drawer for 24 hours,
before being reused on the same patient.
So leeches are there when you really
need them, as Glenn Orgias found out
when he was dragged from the Bondi
surf with an almost severed left hand
following a shark attack early this year.
Sadly, despite 18 hours of microsurgery,
45 litres of blood and the application of
leeches, he eventually lost his hand.
Perhaps the most extraordinary claim for
their benefit goes to Mr Mendi Jaffari of
Chatswood, who in 2008, following a
diagnosis of a significantly blocked
carotid artery, underwent therapy with
35 leeches from Victoria, after advice
from his leech therapist sister in Iran.
After 5 days an angiogram showed the
artery had cleared. However, his
cardiologist Dr. Peter Hanson was
sceptical, saying that “the 1st scan may
have overestimated the narrowing and
the 2nd may have underestimated it.
Hirudin has been known to dissolve
clots, but it is not known to dissolve
plaque. But as Katie Laing says there are
28 biologically active substances in
leech saliva, some of which are not yet
even named. So who knows?
References
Dr. F Goveditch. Univ. Nth. Arizona.
B Woodbridge. Echuca. (personal
communication).
K Laing Liverpool hospital. (personal
communication).
M Dapin. SMH. Good Weekend 10th Dec 2005.
K Benson SMH Online 26th July 2008.
Aust. Geographic April/June 1989.
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TTHHEE FFOOUURR SSEEA
ASSOONNSS W
WIITTHH
A
APPOOLLOOGGIIEESS TTOO VVIIVVA
ALLDDII:: TTHHEE FFIINNA
ALL
CCOONNCCEERRTTOO
By Carol Henderson
The Winter Program saw the conclusion
of our botanical concerto.
There were four movements in the piece.
Unusually, all were conducted as
adagios. Spring was held at Muogamarra
Nature Reserve, Summer in the Bantry
Bay area of Garigal National Park,
Autumn at West Head on the Bairne,
Flint and Steel and America Bay Tracks
and Winter was held on the Bundeena to
Garie section of the coast walk, as well
as incorporating Curra Moors.
The work had three conductors; Janice
Jacobs, Jacqui Hickson and Carol
Henderson, with each person conducting
a different part of the botanical concerto.
Janice was a botanist in her working life.
She gave us fascinating information
about the huge variety of methods that
plants use to encourage efficient
pollination as well as the ingenious
strategies that the pollinators use to
collect and distribute the pollen. Janice
was a fund of information about the
adaptive methods that plants use to
survive fires. She also told us many
interesting stories about the origins of
the plant names.

Our second conductor, Jacqui Hickson,
is a competent identifier of Australian
plants who has a wonderful memory for
botanical names. Her other skill is
photography and she would usually be
found conducting from the rear, which is
a unique skill in itself. Walkers who
wanted to indulge their photographic
interests were able to do so without
worrying about holding up the group or
falling behind.
Our third conductor Carol Henderson,
who was the organiser of the series,
provided interesting snippets of local
history.
During our walks many individual
members of the orchestra had specialities
and knowledge that they were able to
share with the rest of the group thus
increasing the richness of the activity.
This sharing process led me to realise
what a wonderful array of skills we have
in the Bush Club. They are gleaned from
over 550 lifetimes of professional and
recreational interests. These skills are
often used either formally, by leading
specific focus walks, or informally by
sharing observations with others during a
walk. Both approaches enrich the
walking experience. If anyone has a skill
that they think would be good to share
with our members, please put on a walk
and incorporate your area of expertise. If
organisation isn’t your thing then co-lead
with someone who can organise.
Thanks to both Janice Jacobs and Jacqui
Hickson for the fantastic job they did in
providing the knowledge and expertise
for such an interesting series of walks.
While the orchestra has packed up for
the 2009-2010 season who knows what
will happen after that??

CCOONNTTRRIIBBUUTTIIOONNSS W
WEELLCCOOM
MEE
Thank you to all who sent in articles.
Please send anything you think will
interest our members to Lynne Outhred
lynneouthred@gmail.com or
106 Chapman Ave, Beecroft NSW 2119
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How TIE walks can improve the
diversity of the Walks Program
and encourage more members to
lead and more leaders to continue
to lead
By Carol Henderson
Kaye Birch put on a fantastic walk a few
weeks ago—the Mt Solitary Traverse,
which she advertised as a TIE walk.
Several weeks before the walk there
were all sorts of curious comments on
the track. How could the Mt Solitary
Traverse, which is a tough, arduous and
long walk requiring a good level of
fitness and usually graded as a 3 and a
half star or 4 star walk, possibly be
called a TIE? Had Kay made a mistake
as she typed up her walk or merely lost a
few marbles?
Kaye did not hit the wrong keys on her
computer and I would also vouch for her
sanity. Her decision to call her Mt
Solitary Traverse a TIE walk was a
stroke of genius because it opened up the
activity to a whole new group of
walkers. It also started me thinking about
TIE Walks in general.
We are a diverse club, encompassing a
wide spectrum of activities; overseas
trips, both accommodated and pack
walks; in addition to pack walks and
base camps in different parts of
Australia. We also have a large variety
of two, three and four-star walks as well
as a few one star walks.
In spite of this diversity there is still a
category of walker whose walking needs
are not always met. This category
includes quite a few of our members if
conversations on the track are anything
to go by. These people can be walkers
with a strong spirit of adventure
interested in 2, 3 or even 4 star walks but
are sometimes reluctant to go on a walk
because they either can’t or don’t want
to walk fast. Consequently they are
concerned that they may hold up faster
walkers. It would be an interesting
Summer 2009-2010

exercise to know how many members
have on some occasion decided not to
participate in a walk with our club
because of these concerns.
The definition of a TIE on the front page
of our Bush Club walking program is as
follows:
Walks marked TIE will be walked at
an easy pace, irrespective of the grade
of the walk. TIE refers to pace, not
degree of difficulty. The party stays
together and allows the leader to lead.
The statement “it refers to the pace and
not the degree of difficulty” is highly
significant because it means that a TIE
walk can be from one to four star and
can also incorporate highly adventurous
walks requiring a high degree of fitness,
provided: “the party stays together and
allows the leader to lead.”
TIE walks can benefit our club in three
ways:
1
They increase the diversity of our
walking program by allowing members
who don’t necessarily want to or can’t
walk fast to enjoy the same activities as
members who enjoy testing themselves
out at a faster pace
2
They have the potential to
increase the number of walks on our
program because they allow leaders who
do not want to walk at a faster pace to
put on interesting walks at any level
without feeling pressured by faster fitter
walkers. Because of the TIE label these
leaders will know that they will be able
to keep control of and lead the walk
without feeling that they are frustrating
fitter walkers, since walkers know the
style of walk they have chosen.
3
They have the capacity to extend
the walking life of our older leaders. Just
imagine if we can retain for longer the
expertise and experience that older
members bring to leading. Such
experience is lost if older leaders give up
leadership because they fear they are not
fast enough for the group.
Kaye’s walk was a wonderful example
of how the TIE concept can be used to
best advantage. Walkers had a terrific
11

day, walked at a slightly slower pace,
stopped to look at the flowers and still
finished before dark. Several members
of the group commented that the TIE
label on the walk attracted them and that
they would not normally have done the
Mt Solitary Traverse because of their
fears about holding people up. It was
still a tough exhausting walk even at a
slightly slower pace.
Perhaps the title TIE is not appropriate
as it has led to many misunderstandings
in our club. If anyone can come up with
an acronym or a word that better
expresses the purpose of these walks
then please let us know.
Until we have a more apt title let’s hope
that our leaders continue to put on TIE
walks in order to widen the range of
activities for all of our members as well
as ensuring that leading a walk does not
have to be an issue of preferred speed,
fitness or age.

Membership Report
Sandra Bushell

Members:
562 Prospectives: 103
Congratulations to the 22 members who
have joined the Club during Spring. You
may meet some of them on the track:
Ray Horne, Judith Clarke, David Bull,
Rosemary MacDougal, Jane Dale, Beth
Symonds, Brian Thomas, Ros Thomas,
Gabrielle Lopez, Geoff Jones, Marianne
Cooper, Michael Smithers, Fiona Sonntag,
Lionel Sonntag, Brian Chung, Leila Chung,
Judy Flynn, Josh Wilson, Sara Harris, Judy
Kowalski, Brian Van Dragt, Greg Cave.

It is terrific to see that some of these new
members plan to join the well-received,
leadership training sessions offered by
the Club. Geoff Jones will commence
leading walks in the summer program,
evidence that new members represent a
range, from enthusiastic new walkers, to
‘experienced bushies’.
Office Bearers
2009-2010

BBUUSSHH CCLLUUBB PPOOLLIICCIIEESS
Over the years, particularly in more
recent times, the committee has had to
take into account changing laws and
community expectations affecting our
activities. This has resulted in the club
instituting some policies to guide us in
the day to day things we do as members
of The Bush Club. We currently have
three policies:
Privacy
Discrimination and Sexual Harassment
Abseiling
All members should be aware of the
requirements and stipulations of at least
the first two of the policies and of all
three for those who partake in Club
abseiling activities. I ask you to please
take a few minutes to familiarise
yourself with the applicable policies.
All the policies are available on our
website. If you open up the website, at
the home page, look in the index at the
left hand margin and open up the page
titled “Constitution and Policies”, you
will be able to view each of the policies.
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